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1 Introduction
In a recent paper [1] we have proposed a model based on the avor non-universal gauge
group PS3 = [SU(4)SU(2)LSU(2)R]3 as an interesting framework to describe the hints of
lepton-avor non-universality observed in B meson decays, both in neutral currents [2, 3]
and in charged currents [4{7]. Besides the phenomenological success, the virtue of this
model is the natural link between the pattern of \anomalies" observed so far and the
hierarchical structure of quark and lepton mass matrices: both structures follow from the
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same dynamical breaking of the avor symmetry present in the model. This, together
with the unication of quarks and lepton quantum numbers a la Pati-Salam [8], makes the
model quite interesting and worth being further investigated. The purpose of this paper is
to analyze in more detail the rich low-energy phenomenology of the model, which presents
several distinctive features with respect to other models proposed so far for a combined
explanation of the two sets of anomalies.
The link between the anomalies and Yukawa couplings in the PS3 model follows from
an approximate U(2)5 avor symmetry [9{11] that, as shown in a series of recent papers,
provides a natural starting point to address this problem [12{15]. Interestingly enough, in
the PS3 model the U(2)5 avor symmetry is an accidental symmetry of the gauge sector of
the theory (below about 100 TeV) and its breaking is controlled by the spontaneous sym-
metry breaking PS3 ! SM. The main TeV-scale mediator responsible for the B anomalies
is a vector leptoquark eld, U  (3;1)2=3, which has already been identied as an excellent
single mediator for the anomalies (assuming pure left-handed couplings) in refs. [13, 15, 16],
and has indeed been at the center of a series of explicit model-building attempts [17{22].1
The dierence of the PS3 model with respect to these previous attempts is twofold: on the
one hand, two other TeV-scale elds can mediate avor-changing processes: a color octet
and a Z 0 (as also in [18]); on the other hand, all these TeV elds are not only coupled to
left-handed currents, but also to right-handed currents.
In this paper we present a systematic analysis of the low-energy phenomenology of
the model. We focus mainly on the eects of the TeV-scale gauge mediators in processes
involving the transition of the b quark and  lepton into lighter fermions, since they are
the most directly connected to the anomalies. In particular, we show that if the anomalies
were to be conrmed, the model would predict a rather characteristic pattern of correlations
among these observables. Processes involving only the light families, such as those in K
and D physics and  ! e transitions, are controlled by subleading free parameters (more
precisely subleading breaking terms of the U(2)5 symmetry) which are constrained neither
by the anomalies nor by the Yukawa couplings and are therefore more model dependent.
As far as these transitions are concerned, we investigate the consistency of the model and
the constraints on these subleading eects arising from neutral meson mixing and  ! e
Lepton Flavor Violating (LFV) observables.
The paper is organized as follows: in section 2 we summarize the key features of
the model, focusing in particular on the avor structure of the massive gauge bosons at
the TeV scale. In section 3 we briey illustrate the procedure adopted to integrate out
the heavy elds and build a corresponding low-energy eective theory. In section 4 we
present a detailed analytical discussion of the most interesting observables, namely F = 2
amplitudes, b! c` decays, b! s`` decays, and LFV processes. The results of a global t
and a general discussion of the low-energy phenomenology is presented in section 5. The
results are summarized in the conclusions. A series of technical details about the model,
the construction of the low-energy eective theory, and expressions for the observables are
reported in the various appendices.
1Interesting recent attempts to explain the anomalies not based on vector leptoquark mediators have
been presented in refs. [23{32].
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2 The PS3 model
In this section we briey summarize the main features of the model, with particular atten-
tion to its avor structure, that plays a key role in low-energy avor-changing observables,
and to the spectrum of exotic gauge bosons at the TeV scale.
2.1 High-scale dynamics
The gauge symmetry holding at high energies is PS3  PS1  PS2  PS3, where PSi =
SU(4)i  [SU(2)L]i  [SU(2)R]i. The fermion content is the same as in the SM plus three
right-handed neutrinos, such that each fermion family is embedded in left- and right-
handed multiplets of a given PSi subgroup: (4;2;1)i and (4;1;2)i. At this level the index
i = 1; 2; 3 can be identied with the generation index. The SM gauge group is a subgroup
of the diagonal group, PSdiag = PS1+2+3. The spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB)
PS3 ! SM occurs in a series of steps at dierent energy scales, with appropriate scalar
elds acquiring non-vanishing vacuum expectation values (VEVs), as described in ref. [1].
As far as low-energy physics is concerned, we can ignore what happens above the
scale where the initial gauge group is spontaneously broken to SM1+2  PS3. This SSB
scale (12) is chosen suciently high to neglect the eect of the d  6 eective operators
generated at this scale, even for rare processes such as KL ! e or K- K mixing. The
key aspect of the SM1+2PS3 local symmetry is the corresponding accidental U(2)5 global
avor symmetry [9, 11]
U(2)5 = U(2)q U(2)` U(2)u U(2)d U(2)e ; (2.1)
acting on the rst two generations of SM fermions, in the limit where we ignore the scalar
sector of the theory.
The SSB SM1+2  PS3 ! SM occurs below the scale 23 = few  10 TeV via an
appropriate set of scalar (link) elds acquiring a non-trivial VEV:2
L  (1;2;1)1+2  (1;2;1)3 ; R  (1;1;2)1+2  (1;1;2)3 ;

1  (1;2;1)1+2  (4;2;1)3 ; 
3  (3;2;1)1+2  (4;2;1)3 :
(2.2)
The VEV of such elds obey a hierarchical pattern, hL;Ri > h
1;3i, such that the heavy
elds with masses proportional to hL;Ri = O(10 TeV) can safely be decoupled due to
their heavy mass and the U(2)5 avor symmetry.
The gauge bosons responsible for the avor anomalies, and potentially relevant in many
avor observables, are those acquiring mass in the last step of the breaking chain,
SU(4)3  SU(3)1+2  SU(2)L U(1)0 ! SM ; (2.3)
triggered by h
1;3i 6= 0 around the TeV scale. The 15 broken generators give rise to the
following massive spin-1 elds: a leptoquark, U  (3;1)2=3, a coloron, G0  (8;1)0, and a
2For simplicity, we classify the link elds according to their transformation properties under [SU(2)R]1+2,
rather than [U(1)Y]1+2. We also changed notation for the link elds with respect to ref. [1], given we focus
only in the last step of the breaking chain.
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Z 0  (1;1)0. As we discuss below, these are not the only TeV-scale elds: the spectrum
contains additional scalars and fermions with masses of the order of a few TeV. However,
these play no direct role in low-energy observables.
Finally, the breaking of the electroweak symmetry takes place through the VEV of four
SM-like Higgs elds (or two elds transforming as bi-doublets under SU(2)LSU(2)R) that,
before the breaking of PS3, are embedded in the following two scalars:
H1  (1;2;2)3 ; H15  (15;2;2)3 ; (2.4)
with hH15i aligned along the T 15 generator of SU(4)3. Being singlets of SM1+2, these elds
allow us to extend the U(2)5 symmetry also to the Yukawa sector, which remains exact at
the level of renormalizable operators.
2.2 Yukawa couplings and breaking of the U(2)5 avor symmetry
The Yukawa couplings for the light generations and, more generally, the breaking of the
U(2)5 symmetry, arise from higher-dimensional operators involving the link elds 
1;3
and L;R, generated at the scale 23 [1]. Taking into account the eect of operators up to
d = 7, quark and charged-lepton Yukawa couplings assume the following general parametric
structure
Yf 
0@ hLihyRi223 h
ai23
hLihyRih
ai
323
yf3
1A ; (2.5)
with a = 3 (1) for quarks (leptons). Here, the 11 (12) entry of this matrix should be
understood as a 2 2 matrix (2-component vector) in avor space (see appendix A).
The only entries in eq. (2.5) induced by renormalizable interactions below the scale
23 are the Yukawa couplings for the third generation, which arise from
LYuk = y1 	3LH1	3R + y15 	3LH15	3R + y01 	3LHc1	3R + y015 	3LHc15	3R + h:c: ; (2.6)
where (	3L(R))
| = [(q3L(R))
|; (`3L(R))
|] denote the PS multiplets of third-generation fermions.
Here (q3R)
| = (tR; bR), (`3R)
| = (R; R), and q
3
L and `
3
L indicate the SM left-handed dou-
blets.3 The yf3 couplings in eq. (2.5) are combinations of the y
(0)
1(15) weighted by the VEVs
of H1 and H15 normalised to v = 246 GeV. The leading terms controlling the left-handed
mixing between third and second generations are generated by the following dimension-ve
operators
Ld=5
 =
yq3
23
q2LH1
3	
3
R+
y`3
23
`2
LH1
1	
3
R+
y0q3
23
q2LH
c
1
3	
3
R+
y0`3
23
`2
LH
c
1
1	
3
R+h:c: (2.7)
The upper index on the left-handed doublets denotes the second family (in the interaction
basis) that, by construction, is dened as the fermion combination appearing in these
3In the absence of tuning, this Lagrangian predicts yt and y to be of similar size. As pointed out in [22],
this prediction can be made compatible with realistic light-neutrino masses by means of an appropriate
inverse seesaw mechanism.
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operators (see appendix A). Similarly, operators of d = 6 and 7 involving also the link
elds L;R are responsible for the subleading terms in (2.5).
The dynamical origin of these higher-dimensional operators is not relevant to analyze
low-energy phenomenology. The only important point is the U(2)5 symmetry breaking
structure they induce. This is highlighted by re-writing each Yukawa matrix in terms
of three normalized U(2)5 breaking spurions fVL, VR, XLRg, with hierarchical ordered
coecients (jfRj  jfLRj  jfLj  1):
Yf = y
f
3
 
fLRXLR 
f
L VL
fR V
|
R 1
!
: (2.8)
Here VL and VR are unit vectors in the U(2)q+` and U(2)u+d+e space, while XLR is a
bi-fundamental spurion of U(2)5.
We dene the interaction basis for the left-handed doublets as the basis where the
second generation is identied by the direction of leading spurion VL in avor space (i.e. in
this basis VL is aligned to the second generation). We move from the interaction to the
mass basis by means of the rotations
LyuYuRu = diag(yu; yc; yt) ; L
y
dYdRd = diag(yd; ys; yb) ; L
y
eYeRe = diag(ye; y; y ) ;
(2.9)
where the yi are real and positive and VCKM = L
y
uLd. The left-handed rotation matrices,
generated by the leading spurions, play a prominent role in the phenomenological analysis.
As discussed in detail in appendix A, the known structure of the SM Yukawa couplings
determines only some of the (complex) coecients fL;R;LR. In particular three real parame-
ters and two phases in the quark sector can be expressed in terms of CKM matrix elements,
leaving us with the mixing angles and phases listed in table 1. In the left-handed sector
we end up with three mixing angles (sb, s , se) and four CP-violating phases, out of which
only two play a relevant role (b and d). The other two phases ( and e) are set to
zero for simplicity. The left-handed mixing angles, which are nothing but the magnitudes
of the fL parameters in the down and charged-lepton sector, are expected to be small, the
natural size being set by jVtsj. The subleading right-handed rotations in the lepton sector,
controlled by the parameter eR, play an important role in the rare Bs !  decay and in
LFV transitions. Right-handed rotations in the quark sector, controlled by dR and 
u
R, do
not signicantly aect the phenomenology and thus are neglected in the following.
2.2.1 Additional U(2)5 breaking from non-Yukawa operators
An additional important aspect to analyze low-energy physics is the fact that the U(2)5
breaking is not conned only to the Yukawa sector, but it appears also in other eective
operators. Among them, those with phenomenological implications at low energies are the
d = 6 operators bilinear in the light fermion elds and in the 
1;3 link elds:
Ld=6
 =
cq`
223
(Xq`)ij Tr[i

y
1D

3](q
i
L`
j
L) +
cqq
223
(Xqq)ij Tr[i

y
3D

3](q
i
Lq
j
L)
+
c``
223
(X``)ijTr[i

y
1D

1](`
i
L`
j
L) + h:c: ;
(2.10)
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Parameters Natural size
Left-handed mixing
u;dL ; 
u;d
LR
CKM ! sb, b, d sb = O(jVtsj)
eL, 
e
LR  ! s , se,  , e s = O(jVtsj), se  s
Right-handed mixing
dR, 
u
R jdRj = O(msmb sb), juRj = O(
mc
mt
jVcbj)
eR jeRj = O(mm s )
Table 1. Flavor mixing parameters arising from the U(2)
5
-breaking spurions in the Yukawa sector.
The mixing parameters in the left-handed sector (fL;LR) are parameterized in terms of mixing
angles and phases after removing terms xed by known CKM elements. The parameters  , e,
and u;dR are listed for completeness but are set to zero in the phenomenological analysis since they
play a marginal role (see main text).
(with i; j = 1; 2). These operators introduce three new bi-fundamental spurions of U(2)5,
Xq`  2q2`, X``  2`2`, and Xqq  2q2q that, as shown below, modify the couplings
of the TeV-scale vectors to the SM fermions. In order to simplify the phenomenological dis-
cussion, it is convenient to dene a minimal breaking structure for these additional spurions
Xqqjmin = 1 ; X``jmin = Xq`jmin = diag(0; 1) ; (2.11)
corresponding to U(2)5 symmetric couplings for quark currents, and breaking terms aligned
to those appearing in the Yukawa couplings for lepton currents. As we show in section 4,
such minimal breaking structure helps evading the tight bounds from neutral meson mix-
ing while maximizing the impact on the b! s`` anomalies. In the limit where we neglect
deviations from this structure, the relevant parameters controlling the breaking of U(2)5
in the coupling of the TeV-scale leptoquark and Z 0 are
U = cq`
!1!3
2223
; ` = c``
!21
2223
; (2.12)
with !1;3 dened in (2.14). For completeness we also mention the U(2)
5-preserving
parameter
q = cqq
!23
2223
; (2.13)
which however does not play any role in the phenomenological analysis. Deviations from
the minimal U(2)5 breaking stucture of eq. (2.11) are possible, and are unavoidably gen-
erated when considering the product of two or more spurions, hence they are expected to
be small. Leading and sub-leading U(2)5-breaking parameters are summarized in table 2,
together with their expected relative size (see eq. (2.22) for the denition of the subleading
terms). Analogous sub-leading U(2)` breaking parameters could also be present; however,
their eect is irrelevant and thus we do not consider them here.
In appendix B we present an explicit dynamical realization of Ld=5
 and Ld=6
 in terms
of heavy elds to be integrated out. In particular, we show how these operators and the
minimal breaking structure can be generated by integrating out an appropriate set of TeV-
scale vector-like fermions with renormalizable interactions at the scale of unbroken SM1+2
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Breaking Leading Sub-leading Sub-sub-leading Natural size
U(2)q U(2)` U ~dU , ~eU U ~d;eU = O(Usd;e); U = O(Usesd)
U(2)q - ~q q ~q = O(Us ); q = O(2U )
U(2)` ` - - ` = O(U )
Table 2. U(2)
5
breaking parameters arising from non-Yukawa operators. Only U is used as free
parameter in the t. All the subleading terms are set to zero after checking that bounds set by
present data are less stringent than the expected natural size.
PS3. A discussion about the possible deviations from the minimal breaking structure in
eq. (2.11), is also presented. In principle, also d = 6 operators involving right-handed light
fermion elds could be relevant at low-energies. However, it is easy to conceive ultraviolet
completions where such operators are not generated (or are extremely suppressed), as in
the example presented in the appendix B. As argued in ref. [1] (see discussion in section II.B
of this reference), all other U(2)-violating operators at d = 6 operators either contribute
to the Yukawa couplings or have negligible impact at low energies. In particular, given
the connection of U(2)-violating terms with the link elds, U(2)5-violating four-fermion
operators are forbidden in our model.
2.3 The model at the TeV scale
Here we focus on the last step of the breaking chain before reaching the SM, namely
eq. (2.3). With an obvious notation, we denote the gauge couplings before the symmetry
breaking by gi, with i = 1 : : : 4, and the gauge elds of SU(4)3, SU(3)1+2, and U(1)
0 by
Ha, A
a
, and B
0
, respectively. The symmetry breaking in eq. (2.3) occurs via the VEVs of

1;3 along the SM direction, that we normalize as
h
|3i =
1p
2
0BBB@
!3 0 0
0 !3 0
0 0 !3
0 0 0
1CCCA ; h
|1i = 1p2
0BBB@
0
0
0
!1
1CCCA ; (2.14)
with !1;3 = O(TeV). These scalar elds can be decomposed under the unbroken SM
subgroup as 
3  (8;1)0  (1;1)0  (3;1)2=3 and 
1  (3;1) 2=3  (1;1)0. As a result,
after removing the Goldstones, we end up with a real color octect, one real and one complex
singlet, and a complex leptoquark.
The gauge spectrum, which coincides with the one originally proposed in ref. [18],
contains the following massive elds
U1;2;3 =
1p
2
 
H9;11;13   iH10;12;14

; G0 a =
1p
g24 + g
2
3
 
g3A
a
   g4Ha

;
Z 0 =
1q
g24 +
2
3 g
2
1
 
g4H
15
  
r
2
3
g1B
0

!
;
(2.15)
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with masses
MU =
g4
2
q
!21 + !
2
3 ; MG0 =
r
g24 + g
2
3
2
!3 ; MZ0 =
1
2
r
3
2
g24 + g
2
1
r
!21 +
!23
3
: (2.16)
The combinations orthogonal to G0 a and Z 0 are the SM gauge elds Ga and B, whose
couplings are gc = g3g4=
p
g24 + g
2
3 and gY = g1g4=
q
g24 +
2
3 g
2
1. For later convenience, we
introduce the eective couplings
gU  g4 ; gG0 
q
g2U   g2c ; gZ0 
1
2
p
6
r
g2U  
2
3
g2Y ; (2.17)
that control the strength of the interactions with third-generation fermions. Note that in
the limit g4  g3 (hence gU  gc), one has gU  gG0  2
p
6 gZ0 .
The interactions of the heavy gauge bosons with SM fermions (and right-handed neu-
trinos) are described by the following Lagrangian
Lint  gUp
2
 
UJ

U + h:c:
  gG0 G0 a JaG0   gZ0 Z 0JZ0 ; (2.18)
where
JU  qLNLU `L + uRNRU R + dRNRU eR ;
JaG0  qLNLG0T aqL + uRNRG0T auR + dRNRG0T adR ;
JZ0  3 `LN `Z0`L + 3 RNZ0R   qLN qZ0qL
+ 3 eRN
e
Z0
eR   uRNuZ0uR   dRNdZ0dR ;
(2.19)
and the N 's are 3  3 matrices in avor space. In the absence of U(2)5 breaking, these
matrices assume the following form in the interaction basis
NL;RU = NU  diag (0; 0; 1) ;
N `Z0 = N
q
Z0 = NZ0  diag
 
 2
3

g1
g4
2
; 2
3

g1
g4
2
; 1
!
;
NL;RG0 = NG0  diag
 
 

g3
g4
2
; 

g3
g4
2
; 1
!
;
N
(e)
Z0 = NZ0 
2
3

g1
g4
2
1 ; Nu(d)Z0 = NZ0  2

g1
g4
2
1 :
(2.20)
The inclusion of the eective operators of Ld=6
 in eq. (2.10) modies these avor couplings
into
NLU !
 
UXql 0
0 1
!
; N `Z0 ! NZ0 +
 
`X`` 0
0 0
!
;
N qZ0(N
L
G0)! NZ0(NG0) +
 
qXqq 0
0 0
!
:
(2.21)
As discussed in appendix B, the natural size for the `;q;U parameters is 10
 3 < j`;q;U j <
10 2. In the limit where we adopt the minimal breaking structure in eq. (2.11) the Z 0 and
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G0 couplings to quarks remain U(2)q symmetric. Additional modications to the couplings
in eq. (2.21) arise when considering deviations from the minimal breaking structure (see
table 2). In this case one nds
NLG0(N
q
Z0)! NLG0(N qZ0)

U(2)q symm +
0B@0 0 00 q ~q
0 ~ q 0
1CA ; (2.22)
NLU !
0B@U ~dU 0~eU U 0
0 0 1
1CA :
These subleading eects are specially relevant in two cases: i) U(2)q violating terms in
the Z 0 and G0 couplings to quarks, which are severely constrained by F = 2 ampli-
tudes; ii) non-vanishing entries of the U couplings involving the rst family, which receive
important constraints from KL ! e.
When discussing low-energy observables, the heavy vectors are integrated out and the
overall strength of their interactions is controlled by three eective Fermi-like couplings
CU  g
2
Uv
2
4M2U
=
v2
!21 + !
2
3
; CG0 
g2G0v
2
4M2G0
; CZ0 
g2Z0v
2
4M2Z0
; (2.23)
which span a limited range depending on the values of !1 and !3 and, to a smaller extent,
gU . These eective couplings (or better !1 and !3), together with the avor parameters
listed in tables 1 and 2, are the free parameters used in the phenomenological analysis of
the low-energy observables.
3 Construction of the low-energy EFT
The construction of the EFT relevant for low-energy phenomenology occurs in three steps:
i) we integrate out the TeV elds at the tree-level, matching the theory into the so-called
SM eective eld theory (SMEFT), for which we adopt the Warsaw operator basis [33];
ii) the SMEFT operators are evolved down to the electroweak scale using the one-loop
Renormalization Group (RG) equations in refs. [34{36]. At this point, all the ingredients
necessary to check possible modications of the on-shell W and Z couplings are available.
For all the other observables a third step is needed: iii) the heavy SM elds are integrated
out and the theory is matched into a low-energy eective eld theory (LEFT) containing
only light SM elds [37]. The key points of these three steps are briey illustrated below.
3.1 Matching heavy gauge boson contributions to the SMEFT
Moving from the interaction basis to the quark down-basis, dened in (A.7), and the mass-
eigenstate basis of charged leptons, the currents in eq. (2.19) assume the form
JU  qL q`L + uR uR + dR deR ;
JaG0  qL qT aqL + uR uT auR + dR dT adR ;
JZ0  3 `L ``L   qL qqL + 3 R R + 3 eR eeR
  uR uuR   dR ddR + 2

g1
g4
2
y i
 !
D  ;
(3.1)
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where the new avor structures are expressed in terms of the N 's and the unitary rotation
matrices that diagonalize the Yukawa couplings:
q = L
y
dN
L
UL` ; q = L
y
dN
L
G0Ld ; q = L
y
dN
q
Z0Ld ; ` = L
y
eN
`
Z0Le ;
u = R
y
uN
R
UR ; u = R
y
uN
R
G0Ru ; u = R
y
uN
u
Z0Ru ; e = R
y
eN
e
Z0Re ;
d =  RydNRURe ; d = RydNRG0Rd ; d = RydNdZ0Rd ;  = RyNZ0R :
(3.2)
The relative sign in d follows from the phase choice discussed in appendix A. This phase
choice xes the sign of the scalar contribution to RD() , see eqs. (4.15) and (4.19), and
therefore it plays a key role in the explanation of the RD() anomalies. Also note that, in
the case of the Z 0 current, we have included also the contribution of the SM Higgs (),
which is obtained combining the four SM-like Higgses of the model.
By integrating out U , Z 0 and G0 at the tree level we obtain the eective Lagrangians
LUEFT =  
4GFp
2
CU J

UJ
y
U  =  
2
v2
CU
X
k
BkQk ;
LG0EFT =  
4GFp
2
CG0 (J

G0)
2 =   2
v2
CG0
X
k
KkQk ;
LZ0EFT =  
4GFp
2
CZ0 (J

Z0)
2 =   2
v2
CZ0
X
k
kQk ;
(3.3)
where Qk denote the SMEFT operators in the Warsaw basis [33], plus additional dimension
six operators involving right-handed neutrinos, reported in table 3. More compactly,
LSMEFT =  4GFp
2
X
k
CkQk Ck = CUBk + CG0Kk + CZ0k : (3.4)
Tables 4, 6, and 5 contain the tree level matching results for the SMEFT Wilson coe-
cients Ck.
3.2 From the SMEFT to the LEFT
After matching, we perform the RG evolution of the resulting Wilson coecients using
DsixTools [38]. RG eects are particularly important for the scalar operators and for
dimension-six operators in the  22D category. The latter introduce modications to the
W and Z after SSB (see e.g. [37])4 which are tightly constrained by electroweak precision
data at LEP as well as by universality tests in lepton decays [39{41]. NP eects below the
electroweak scale are conveniently described in terms of a low-energy eective eld theory
(LEFT) in which the W , the Z, the t and the Higgs have been integrated out:
LLEFT =  4GFp
2
X
k
CkOk : (3.5)
We then proceed by matching the SMEFT to the LEFT and provide the expressions for
the relevant observables in terms of its Wilson coecients. We adopt the same operator
basis for the LEFT as in table 7 of ref. [37], where the matching conditions between the
SMEFT and the LEFT can also be found.
4Contributions to other dimension-six operators that could potentially induce W and Z coupling modi-
cations, such as those of the class X2H2 or QHD, are negligible in our model.
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4 The key low-energy observables
In what follows we provide simplied expressions for the most relevant low-energy observ-
ables, and discuss their role in constraining the model and in oering future test of this
framework. This simplied expressions are mainly for illustration purposes; for all g-
ures and numerical estimates throughout the paper we use the full expressions quoted in
appendix D.
4.1 F = 2 transitions
As in any extension of the SM with non-trivial avor strucutre, also in the PS3 framework
F = 2 amplitudes provide one of the most signicant constraints on model parameters,
particularly on the new sources of avor violation in the quark sector. These amplitudes
receive tree-level contributions mediated by the Z 0 and G0, whose strength is controlled
by the U(2)5 breaking spurions. To a good approximation, the three down-type F = 2
amplitudes can be written as
M(K0! K0)
M(tt)SM
"
(VtdV

ts)
2
jVtdV tsj2
+e 2id
c4d [s
2
b+2sbRe(~q e
 ib)+q]2
jVtsj4 F0
#
+M(tc+cc)SM ;
M(Bd! Bd) jMSMj (VtdV

tb)
2VtdV tb2
"
1+
c2d (sb e
 ib+~q)2
jVtsj2 F0 e
 2id
#
;
M(Bs! Bs) jMSMj (VtsV

tb)
2VtsV tb2
"
1+
c2d (sb e
 ib+~q)2
jVtsj2 F0 (1+f(
R
bs))
#
;
(4.1)
where
F0 =
162p
2GFM2W S0(xt)

CZ0 +
CG0
3

; (4.2)
and S0(xt = m
2
t =M
2
W )  2:4 denotes the SM one-loop function (in the S = 2 case we
normalize the NP amplitude to the short-distance top-quark SM contribution).
As far as left-handed avor-mixing parameters are concerned, sb and b arise from the
leading U(2)q breaking term in the quark sector; d = d   (  Arg fVtd=Vtsg) denotes
the phase dierence between the leading quark spurion and subleading terms describing
light-quark masses (see appendix A); cd = 1 +O(jVusj2); q and ~q, dened in eq. (2.22),
encode the eect of the subleading breaking terms in the Z 0 and G0 couplings.
Finally, f(Rbs) describes the contributions from the right-handed avor rotations
in (A.18). Using the inputs in [42] for the bag parameters of non-SM operators, we nd
f(Rbs) 
16CZ0 + 22CG0
3CZ0 + CG0
(Rbs)

cd sb e ib
+O[(Rbs)2] : (4.3)
As shown in appendix A, in the limit where we neglect contributions to the Yukawa cou-
plings from d = 7 eective operators, i.e. when we set dR = 0, the right-handed rotation
angle is unambiguously xed to Rbs = ms=mb sb e
ib , that in turn implies f(Rbs)  0:4 for
typical values of CZ0=CG0 .
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CP violation in Kaon mixing. The most signicant constraints on the subleading
parameters q and ~q, which describe the deviations from the exact U(2)q limit in the Z
0
and G0 left-handed couplings, arise from the CP-violating observable K / Im[M(K0 !
K0)], that can be decomposed as
K  SMK  
p
2 
SM; (tt)
K sin(2d)
h
s2b + 2 sb Re(~q e
 ib) + q
i2 c4d F0
jVtsj4 ; (4.4)
where 
SM; (tt)
K corresponds to the top-mediated SM contribution. The NP contribution to
K vanishes for d ! 0. Setting q = ~q = 0, and choosing the other parameters in their
natural range, we nd that K is well within its current bound, irrespective of the value of
d. Allowing for q; ~q 6= 0, imposing modications in jK j of up to O(15%), and barring
accidental cancellations with generic values of d, we nd
jqj . 0:1 jVtsj2 ; j~qj . 0:3 jVtsj : (4.5)
Similar limits, although slightly less stringent, are obtained from Bs;d   Bs;d and D   D
mixing. Despite being stringent, these limits are below the natural size of these subleading
breaking terms inferred in table 2 (setting jU j  10 2). This result implies that: i) it is
perfectly consistent to focus on the scenario q = ~q = 0; ii) once the symmetry breaking
terms assume their natural size, no ne-tuning on the CP-violating phases is necessary in
order to satisfy the K constraint.
B = 2 observables. Setting q = ~q = 0, the physical observables sensitive to
B = 2 amplitudes, namely the mass dierences (Mq) and the CP violating asymmetries
S KS and S  can be expressed as
CBd 
Md
MSMd

1 + c2d s2b e 2i(b+d)jVtsj2 F0
 ;
CBs 
Ms
MSMs

1 + c2d s2b e 2ibjVtsj2 F0  1 + f(Rbs)
 ;
(4.6)
and
S Ks = sin (2 + Bd) ; Bd  Arg
 
1 +
c2d s
2
b e
 2i(b+d)
jVtsj2 F0
!
;
S  = sin (2jsj   Bs) ; Bs  Arg

1 +
c2d s
2
b e
 2ib
jVtsj2 F0
 
1 + f(Rbs)

:
(4.7)
Current lattice data [42] point to a decit in the experimental values of Md;s with respect
to the SM prediction (or equivalently to values of CBs;d smaller than one). As show in
gure 1, the presence of the free phase b allows the model to accommodate this decit,
even for small departures from b = =2, while satisfying the bounds from CP violation
(see ref. [43] for a similar discussion). The mixing angle sb is constrained to be up to 0.2
jVtsj (depending on b), indicating a mild alignment of the leading U(2)q breaking spurion
in the down sector. As we discuss in section 4.4, in our framework the vector leptoquark
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Figure 1. NP eects in Bs;d   Bs;d mixing as function of the phase b for d = 0;  (left) and
d = 0;  (right). The blue and orange bands correspond to the 95% CL experimental bounds for
Bs and Bd mixing, respectively. We use the following inputs: sb = 0:10 jVtsj (solid), sb = 0:15 jVtsj
(dashed), dR = 0, g4 = 3:0, MZ0 = 1:75 TeV, and MG0 = 2:5 TeV.
provides a good t of the semileptonic anomalies irrespective of the value of b (contrary to
the case discussed in ref. [43]). We thus conclude that the model leads to a good description
of B = 2 observables, possibly improved compared to the SM case. We also note that
using previous lattice determinations of the SM prediction for Md;s, consistent with the
experimental value but with larger errors (see e.g. [43{45]), does not aect the results of
our phenomenological analysis.
CP violation in D mixing. Last but not least, we analyze the bounds from C = 2
amplitudes. Following the analysis from UTt [46{49], the constraint obtained from the
non-observation of CP-violation in the D   D transition can be expressed as
Im(CD1 ) =
4GFp
2
Im
 CV;LLuu 2121(t) = ( 0:03 0:46) 10 14 GeV 2 : (4.8)
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Taking into account also the subleading breaking terms, we nd the following simplied
expression for this Wilson coecient:
Im
 
CD1
 4GFp
2
Im

(V ubVcb)
2

1+cd (sb e
 ib+~q )
Vtb
jVtsj 

u

1+cd (sb e
ib+~q))
V tb
jVtsj c

+q c
2
d
jVtbj2
jVtsj2 

uc
2)
CZ0+
CG0
3

=
4GFp
2

CZ0+
CG0
3

Im

(V ubVcb)
2 [1+O(sb;~q;q)]
	
; (4.9)
where we have dened
i =
VisjVtsj   Vid jVtdj eid
VibV

tb
=
(
1 +O(2) (i = c)
1  VudV tdVub

1  eid+O(2) (i = u) ; (4.10)
which in the limit d ! 0 reduces to the U(2) symmetric result c = u = 1. Contrary
to down-type observables, in this case non-vanishing NP contributions are generated also
in the sb ! 0 limit.
Setting to zero the subleading breaking terms (q = ~q = 0), we nd that the experi-
mental bound is satised over a wide range of fsb; bg values compatible with the B = 2
constraints. Note in particular that in the limit where d = , we have u = 1:1  4:6 i.
In this case the large imaginary piece of u, together with the values of sb and b intro-
duced to explain the decit in B = 2 transitions, yields a partial cancellation in CD1 ,
both in the real and in the imaginary part. This is shown in gure 2 where we plot the
Z 0 and G0 mediated tree-level contributions to the imaginary part of CD1 together with the
current bound from UTt. A similar behaviour is also obtained when d = , in which
case u = 0:2  4:4 i.
4.2 LFU tests in charged lepton decays
Beside F = 2 observables, another very relevant set of constraints on the model is posed
by LFU tests in charged-lepton decays. These provide an important bound on the overall
strength of leptoquark interactions, yielding an upper limit on the possible NP contribution
to RD() . Such tests are constructed by performing ratios of the partial widths of a lepton
decaying to lighter leptons or hadrons (see appendix D.2). In our model, both the  vs e
and the  vs  ratios are modied: the former is dominated by the tree-level exchange of a
Z 0, the latter by a leptoquark loop. Setting MU = 2 TeV to evaluate the leptoquark loop
we nd5 
g
ge

`
 1 + 9CZ0 s2 ; (4.11)
g
g

`;;K
 1  0:063CU : (4.12)
5In the  vs  ratio we include the full RG running from MU to mt using DsixTools [38]. Because of
the large running eects in the top Yukawa coupling, we nd dierences of O(20%) in the NP contribution
when comparing the full RG result to the non-RG improved one-loop expression. We also include the
non-logarithmic terms computed in [1].
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Figure 2. Model contributions to Im(CD1 ) as function of b. We use the following inputs:
sb = 0:10 jVtsj, g4 = 3:0, MZ0 = 1:75 TeV, and MG0 = 2:5 TeV. The dark- and light-blue bands
correspond to the 68% and 95% CL bound from UTt [49], respectively.
The high-precision measurements of these eective couplings only allow for per mille mod-
ications of the ratios. This in turn implies a strong bound on the possible value of CU .
Taking the HFLAV average in the  vs  ratio [50]
g
g

`++K
= 1:0000 0:0014 : (4.13)
we nd the following limit on CU at 95% CL:
CU . 0:04
MU=2 TeV=) g4 . 3:2 : (4.14)
This bound is shown in gure 3 together with the NP enhancement in b ! c(u)` tran-
sitions. On the other hand, we nd that possible modications in the  vs e ratio are of
O(10 4) and thus do not yield any relevant constraint. We also nd that tests of LFU from
precision Z- and W -pole measurements at LEP do not lead to stringent bounds. In partic-
ular we note that the Z 0 tree-level contribution to Z anomalous couplings, given in terms
of the  22D SMEFT operators in table 4, is found to be well below the present limits.
4.3 b! c(u)
The violation of LFU in b ! c` transitions, measured via the ratios RD and RD , sets
the scale of NP (or the preferred value of CU ). In the PS
3 model NP eects in b! c(u)
transitions are described by the following eective operators
L(b! ui ) =  4GFp
2
CV;LLedu 333i(LL3)(u iLbL) + CS;RLedu 333i(R L3)(u iLbR) ;
(4.15)
where i = 1(2) for up (charm) quarks. At  = MU we have to a good approximationCS;RLedu (MU ) 333i = 2 CV;LLedu (MU ) 333i  2CU V ib : (4.16)
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Figure 3. NP enhancements in B(B ! ); RD and RD as function of MU=gU . We use the
following inputs: sb = 0:15 jVtsj (left), sb = 0:10 jVtsj (right), b = =2. The red and orange bands
correspond, respectively, to the 95% CL exclusion limits from LFU tests in  decays and from
B(B ! ).
The RG running (due to QCD) introduces an important correction to the scalar operator
contributions. To account for these eects we dene the following RG factorCS;RLedu (mb) 333i = S CS;RLedu (MU ) 333i : (4.17)
Using DsixTools [38] (see also [51, 52]) we nd S  1:8 for MU = 2 TeV. On the other
hand, the running of the vector operator (which is a conserved current as far as QCD is
concerned) is very small and will be neglected in the following discussion.
Due to the presence of a scalar operator, we predict departures from a pure V   A
structure, hence dierent NP contributions to RD and RD . We dene the relative NP
contribution to these observables as
RD() =
RD()
RSM
D()
  1 : (4.18)
Using the results in [53] for the scalar form factors, we nd the following simplied
expressions
RD  2CU  (1 + 1:5 S) ;
RD  2CU  (1 + 0:12 S) ;
(4.19)
which imply a 30% (10%) NP eect in RD (RD) for CU  0:04, i.e. a value around the
upper bound of the LFU constraint in eq. (4.14).
The (non-standard) contributions to B (Bc ! ) induced by the scalar operator is
chirally enhanced, yielding an enhancement of O(100%) compared to the SM prediction.
However, given the low experimental accuracy in this observable, this does not pose any
signicant bound on the model. Similarly, the modication of the Bc lifetime, which has
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been shown to introduce important constraints on explanations of the b ! c anomalies
based on pure scalar operators [54], is well below the experimental limit.
Given the approximate U(2)q symmetry, similar NP eects are also expected in b !
u`. So far, the most relevant measurement involving these transition is B (B ! ). In
analogy to the case R(D()) case, we dene
B (B ! ) = B (B ! )B (B ! )SM   1 : (4.20)
Using the current experimental value [55] and the result from UTt [48] for the SM pre-
diction, we nd
B (B ! ) = 0:35 0:31 : (4.21)
In our model, we obtain
B (B ! ) 
1 + CU 1 + cd sb eib V tbjVtsj u

1 + S
2m2B
m (mb +mu)
2   1 : (4.22)
Also in this case scalar contributions are chirally enhanced and we typically expect large NP
eects. However, similarly to D- D mixing, in the limit where d !  (and analogously
for d ! ) the large phase in u, together with the values of sb and b required to explain
the decit in B = 2 transitions, yields a signicant attenuation of the NP enhancement.
The possible range of deviations from the SM is illustrated in gure 3.
Contrary to B decays, LFU breaking eects in charged-current K and D decays are
strongly CKM suppressed (relative to the corresponding SM amplitudes) and do not lead
to signicant constraints.
4.4 b! s`` and b! s
The violation of LFU in b ! s`` transitions, measured via the ratios RK and RK , sets
the amount of U(2)5 breaking in the model which is not directly related to the Yukawa
couplings. After imposing the constraints from F = 2 observables, the Z 0-mediated
contributions to b ! s`` amplitudes turn out to be well below those mediated by the
vector leptoquark. This is because the F = 2 constraints require the eective bsZ 0
coupling to be either very small in size or almost purely imaginary (hence with a tiny
interference with the SM contribution). As a result, the following approximate relations
hold (assuming  = 0 and U real):
Re (C9 )   Re (C10 )   
2
em
s U
jVtsj CU ;
Re (C9 )   Re (C10 ) 
2
em
s U
jVtsj CU ;
(4.23)
where Ci = Ci   CSMi , and Cee9  Cee10  0. Hence, the deviations from unity in the
LFU ratios RK and RK can be expressed as [56, 57]
RK = 1  RK j[1; 6] GeV2  0:23 C9   0:23 C10  0:46 C9 ;
RK = 1  RK j[1:1; 6] GeV2  0:20 C9   0:27 C10  0:47 C9 :
(4.24)
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Contrary to other models aiming at a combined explanation of the anomalies, we predict
Re (C9;10) and Re (C9;10) to be of similar size. This is a consequence of the dierent
U(2)5 breaking structure discussed in section 2.2.
Another key dierence with respect to the existing literature is the presence of right-
handed leptoquark currents. These generate the following scalar and pseudo-scalar
contributions:6
CS =  CP 
4
emVtbV

ts
CU S U 
R
 ;
CS =  CP   
4
emVtbV

ts
CU S
h
U s e
i + sb e
ib
i
:
(4.25)
While the eect of these operators is negligible in chirally-allowed transitions, this is not
the case for P ! `` decays (see appendix D). In particular, the enhancement of scalar
amplitudes is enough to overcome the mass suppression of the right-handed rotation angle
R in CS;P . Setting C9 =  0:6, as required by the central value of the RK and RK
anomalies, and using the latest LHCb measurement of B(Bs ! ) = 3:02(65)10 9 [64],
we nd the following bounds at 95% CL on the right-handed mixing in the lepton sector:R=s   0:013 ; 0:04  R=s  0:07 : (4.26)
The second solution corresponds to a destructive interference between a large NP amplitude
and the SM, yielding B(Bs ! ) close to the SM expectation. As we discuss in the
following section, this accidental cancellation is disfavored by LFV constraints. Therefore,
we focus on the rst solution, which requires the - right-handed mixing angle to be
slightly smaller than what we expect in absence of dimension-7 operators (jR=s j =
m=m = 0:06), but it is still natural.
We also expect relatively large NP enhancement in B(Bs ! ), dominated by the
chirally-enhanced scalar contributions in (4.25). Setting C9 =  0:6 and CU = 0:04, and
assuming b  =2 and   0 we nd
B(Bs ! )
B(Bs ! )SM  5 + 45

sb
0:1 jVtsj
2
; (4.27)
where B(Bs ! )SM = (7:73 0:49)10 7 [65]. We stress the strong correlation between
the possible NP contribution to B = 2 amplitudes discussed in section 4.1 (controlled by
jsbj) and a large enhancement in B(Bs ! ).
Finally, we mention that b ! s transitions do not get signicantly modied in this
framework. On the one hand, due to its coupling structure, the vector leptoquark does
not contribute at tree-level to such transitions. On the other hand, the Z 0 contribution
is negligible because of the constraints on the bsZ 0 coupling, as already discussed in the
b! s`` case.
6Given that the leading RG eects for the scalar operators are dominated by QCD, the RG running
factor for CS;P and CS;RLedu remains the same to a very good approximation.
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4.5 LFV processes
We nally turn to LFV processes. Given the unambiguous prediction of a large  ! 
eective coupling, they represent a striking signature of the model.
In b ! s``0 transitions the dominant contribution is mediated by the leptoquark,
leading to
Re(C9 )   Re(C10 )   
Re (C9 )
s
; Re(CS ) =  Re(CP )   
2 S Re (C9 )
s
:
(4.28)
Due to the s 1 enhancement, large NP contributions in B(Bs ! ) and in B(B ! K)
are expected. In the former case the eect is further reinforced by the chiral-enhancement
of scalar amplitudes, leading to
B(Bs ! + )  2 10 4

RK
0:3
20:1
s
2
;
B(B ! K+ )  1:5 10 6

RK
0:3
20:1
s
2
;
B(B+ ! K++ )  2 10 5

RK
0:3
20:1
s
2
;
(4.29)
with B(B !K  +)=B(B+!K++ ) and B(B+!K+ +)B(Bs! +)  0,
and similarly for the K channel. NP eects in the latter are predicted to be smaller be-
cause, contrary to the K channel, the scalar contributions are suppressed in this case. While
there are no experimental constraints in Bs !  so far, the model prediction for B+ !
K++  lies close to the current experimental limit by BaBar: B(B+ ! K++ ) < 2:8
10 5 (90% CL) [66]. In gure 4 (right) we show the predicted values of B(B+ ! K++ )
as a function of the NP shift in RK and for dierent benchmark values of s . We also note
that, contrary to other proposed solutions to the anomalies, in our model the sU coupling
is very small, resulting in a negligible contribution to the  !  decay rate.
In purely leptonic decays the most interesting observable is  ! . Radiative LFV
decays are generated at the one loop level, both by Z 0 and U loops. The leptoquark yields
the largest contribution due to its larger couplings and the mb-enhancement of the loop
function. From the explicit one-loop calculation (see appendix D.1), we nd
which is just below the current experimental limit set by Babar: B( ! ) < 4:4 
10 8 (90% CL) [67]. In gure 4 (left) we show the prediction for B ( ! ) as a function
of the NP contribution to RK for dierent values of U . The model also predicts a sizable
NP contribution to  ! 3, mediated by a tree-level Z 0 exchange. We obtain the following
approximate expression
B ( ! 3)  C2Z0 s2
"
28 (s2 + `)
2   38

g1
g4
2 
s2 + `   2

g1
g4
2!#
: (4.30)
For typical values of the model parameters, this contribution lies about one order of magni-
tude below the current experimental limit by Belle: B ( ! 3) < 1:110 8 (90% CL) [68].
However, this conclusion is strongly dependent on the precise value of s .
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Figure 4. Left: B( ! ) as function of the NP shift in RK for dierent values of U . Right:
B(B+ ! K++ ) as function of the NP shift in RK for dierent values of s .
Purely leptonic LFV transitions of the type ! e are controlled by the mixing angle
se in eq. (A.20). We nd that the most stringent constraint on this angle is obtained,
at present, by the experimental bound on  ! 3e set by the Sindrum Collaboration:
B (! 3e) < 1:0  10 13 (90% CL) [69]. Similarly to  ! 3, also  ! 3e is dominated
by the tree-level exchange of the Z 0, which yields
B (! 3e)  420C2Z0

g1
g4
4
s2e
 
l + s
2

2
 (1  10) 10 14
 se
0:01
2l + s2
0:02
2
:
(4.31)
where the range in the second numerical expression reects the uncertainty on the Z 0 mass
and couplings. Assuming l  U  O(10 2), and taking natural values for the other
parameters, we nd
se . 10 2 ; (4.32)
consistently with the EFT estimate derived in [14].7 Another important constraint on se,
which however depends also on R, is provided by ! e. As in  ! , contributions to
this observable appear in our model at one loop, with the dominant eect being mediated
by the leptoquark. We nd
B(! e)  6 10 13

RK
0:3
20:01
U
2  se
0:01
2 R
0:01
!2
; (4.33)
to be compared with the bound by the MEG Collaboration: B(! e) < 4:210 13 (90%
CL) [70]. Other limits on this angle are signicantly weaker. In particular, from the Z 0
7Despite stringent, the bound on se in (4.32) is not unnatural. The benchmark for subleading U(2)`
breaking terms not aligned to the second generation is provided by (me=m)
1=2  7 10 2.
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contribution to e dd eective operators, which are constrained by ! e conversion [71, 72],
we get se . 10 1.
On the other hand, the leading contribution to e dd(0) eective operators is due to the
leptoquark exchange, and the dominant constraint is set by KL ! e [72]. In this case
the amplitude is (formally) independent from se, but it depends on the subleading U(2)`
breaking parameter U , dened in eq. (2.22):
B(KL ! e)  0:8 10 5 (U )2

RK
0:3
20:1
s
2
: (4.34)
Using the current experimental bound by the BNL Collaboration, B(KL ! e) =
0:47 10 11 (90% CL) [73], we nd
U . 6 10 4 : (4.35)
This bound is consistent with the naive estimate of this parameter, U = O(Usesd),
provided se satises the bound in eq. (4.32).
5 Low-energy t and discussion
In order to precisely quantify the quality of the proposed model in the description of the
anomalies, we perform a t to low-energy data. We work in the minimal breaking scenario
presented in section 2.2 and set d =  to minimize undesired NP contributions in
B(B ! ) and F = 2 transitions, as discussed in section 4. We also restrict ourselves
to the case se = 0, hence to vanishing LFV in ! e transitions, given that this parameter
has no impact on the description of the anomalies. Under these assumptions, the following
model parameters have a relevant impact at low energies: !1; !3; s ; 
e
R; sb; b; U .
8 The
rst two are related to the NP scale while, the other ve control the breaking of the U(2)5
symmetry. We perform a Bayesian estimation for these parameters using the log-likelihood
logL =  1
2
X
i2obs
 
xPS
3
i   xexpi
i
!2
; (5.1)
constructed from the observables listed in tables 7, 9, 10 and 12 and using the expressions
in appendix D for the model predictions. For the CKM matrix elements we take the values
reported in the NP t from UTFit and for the remaining input parameters we use PDG
values [55]. For the Bayesian analysis we use the nested sampling algorithm implemented
in the public package MultiNest [74{76]. The resulting posterior probabilities are analysed
using the Markov Chain sample analysis tool GetDist [77]. In the analysis we consider at
8In order to remove marginally relevant parameters we x q = ` = U . We have checked explicitly
that departing from this restriction, while keeping q and ` within their expected range, has no eect on
t results. We also set  to zero and treat U and 
e
R as a real parameters, since these extra phases do
not introduce any interesting features. Finally, we conservatively assume dR = 0; a non-zero value for this
parameter would slightly improve the agreement with F = 2 data.
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Figure 5. 68% (dark blue) and 95% (light blue) posterior probabilities of b and sb (left), U and
s (mid), and of 
e
R and s (right).
priors in all the parameters for the following ranges9
!1 2 [0:3; 1:5] TeV; !3 2 [0:3; 1:5] TeV; s 2 [0; 0:15] ;
sb 2 [ 0:1; 0:1] ; b 2 [0; ] ; eR 2 [ 0:01; 0:01] ;
U 2 [0; 0:02] :
(5.2)
We obtain the following 68% probability ranges for the model parameters extracted from
the marginalized posterior probabilities
!1 = 1:0 0:3 TeV; !3 = 1:2 0:2 TeV; s = 0:11 0:03;
sb = (0:09 0:06) jVtsj; b = (0:55 0:15); eR = (0:11 0:03)
m
m
;
U = (1:2 0:3) 10 2 : (5.3)
In gure 5, we show the 68% and 95% two-dimensional posterior probabilities for sb and
b, U and s , and for 
e
R and s . As can be seen, there is a clear correlation between the
phase b and the maximum allowed value for sb. We also nd that positive values of sb are
preferred. This behaviour is expected from the discussion in the previous section: while
the size of sb and preferred value for b are connected to the (negative) NP contribution
to F = 2, the preference for a positive sb is related to the partial cancellations in D  D
mixing and B(B ! ). On the other hand, the anti-correlation between U and s can
be easily understood from the fact that the NP contribution in b ! s`` transitions is
proportional to the product of these two parameters, i.e. Re (C9 )   Re (C10 ) /
CU s U . Finally, we nd a signicant correlation between 
e
R and s . As shown in the
previous section, a mild cancellation (at the level of 20%) among these two parameters
is required to ensure a suciently small R, as indicated by B(Bs ! ) and B( !
e). Note that, beside the smallness of sb compared to jVtsj, the other three mixing
9Since the observables considered in the t are not sensitive to the individual signs of U and s but
only to their product, there is a double degeneracy in the t. We remove this degeneracy by considering
both U and s to be positve.
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Figure 6. 68% (dark blue) and 95% (light blue) posterior probabilities of the NP shifts in RD vs.
RK . The experimental values at 1 (2) are indicated by the dark (light) coloured bands.
parameters (U , s , and 
e
R) turn out to have magnitudes in good agreement with their
natural parametric size.
Concerning low energy observables, we reach similar conclusions to those already dis-
cussed in section 4 in terms of simplied analytical expressions. In gure 6 we show the
68% and 95% posterior probabilities for RD() and RK . As can be seen, the model can
fully accommodate the anomalies in b ! s``. However, as anticipated in section 4.3, the
complete explanation of the RD() anomalies within this framework is limited by LFU tests
in  decays. From the t we obtain a NP enhancement of around 7%{8% for RD and
18%{22% for RD.
As already emphasized in section 4.5, in our setup the explanation of the anomalies
implies large LFV eects in  !  transitions, in particular in  ! ,  ! 3, B ! K,
and Bs ! . Interestingly, we nd that the NP eects in  !  are anti-correlated to
those in Bs !  (and B ! K), allowing us to directly connect the product of these
LFV rates to the NP enhancement in RD() and b ! s``. More precisely, we nd the
following relations among NP observables
RD
0:2
2RK
0:3
2
 3
B(B ! K+ )
3 10 5
 B( ! )
5 10 8


B(Bs ! + )
1 10 4
 B( ! )
5 10 8

;
(5.4)
which hold almost independently from any model parameter. This is illustrated in gure 7
(left) where we show the 68% and 95% posterior probabilities for B( ! ) and B(B !
K). We see that the model predictions for these two observables are close to their
experimental bounds shown in the red bands, as implied by the expressions in (5.4). A
partial anti-correlation is present also between  ! 3 and LFV in B decays, as illustrated
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Figure 7. Left: 68% (dark blue) and 95% (light blue) posterior probabilities of B( ! ) and
B(B+ ! K++ ) from the global t. The black lines denote the 95% posterior probabilities
xing RK =  0:3 (solid) and RK =  0:2 (dashed). The red bands show the 90% CL exclusion
limits for these observables. Right: 68% (dark blue) and 95% (light blue) posterior probabilities of
B( ! 3) and B(Bs ! + ) from the global t.
in gure 7 (right). However, in this case the eect is diluted by the uncertainty on Z 0 mass
and couplings, which are not strongly constrained by other observables.
As a nal comment, it is worth stressing that this low-energy t does not pose stringent
constraints on the masses of the heavy vector bosons. The low-energy observables constrain
only the eective Fermi couplings in eq. (2.23), or !1;3. Still, we can derive a well-dened
range for vector boson masses taking into account that gU  gc: setting 2:5  gU  3:0,
the masses of Z 0, U , and G0 range between 2 and 3 TeV.
6 Conclusions
The main idea behind the PS3 model is that the avor universality of strong, weak, and
electromagnetic interactions observed at low energies is only a low-energy property: the
ultraviolet completion of the SM is a theory where gauge interactions are completely avor
non-universal, with each fermion family being charged under its own gauge group. The
motivation for this hypothesis, and the explicit construction of the PS3 model presented
in ref. [1] is twofold: it explains the pattern of anomalies recently observed in B meson
decays and, at the same time, the well-known hierarchical structure of quark and lepton
mass matrices. These two phenomena turn out to be closely connected: they both follow
from the dynamical breaking of the avor non-universal gauge structure holding at high
energies down to the SM.
On general grounds, low-energy observables put very stringent constraints on avor
non-universal interactions mediated by TeV-scale bosons, as expected in the PS3 model.
In this paper we have presented a comprehensive analysis of such constrains, and the cor-
responding implications for future low-energy measurements. As far as the constraints are
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concerned, we conrm the main conclusions of ref. [1]: i) the model is in very good agree-
ment with all existing bounds, without signicant tuning of its free parameters; ii) the
model could account for the B anomalies, reaching the 1 range of all the present measure-
ments with the exception of RD , where the maximal allowed deviation from the SM does
not exceed the 10% level. In addition, we have shown that the model can slightly improve
the description of F = 2 observables with respect to the SM.
The most interesting aspect of this analysis is related to the possible implications of the
PS3 model in view of future low-energy measurements. We have shown that a remarkable
feature is the prediction of sizeable rates for LFV processes of the type  ! , both in B
decays (such as B ! K and Bs ! ) as well as in  decays (most notably  ! 
and  ! 3). The fact that the B anomalies could naturally imply large LFV eects in
B decays was rst pointed out in ref. [78], on the basis of general considerations. The PS3
model provides an explicit realization of this mechanism, predicting in addition a strict
anti-correlation between  !  and b ! s transitions, illustrated in gure 7, that
can be viewed as a distinctive signature. As we have shown in section 4.5, also  ! 3e,
! e, and KL ! e decays could be close to their present exclusion limits; however, this
conclusion is less strict given the uncertainty on the ! e mixing, which is not constrained
by the anomalies.
Besides LFV processes, we have shown that the model predicts interesting non-
standard eects in F = 1 and F = 2 observables, with non-trivial correlations. Partic-
ularly relevant and distinctive are the predictions for the violations of LFU in charged cur-
rents illustrated in gure 3: the presence of right-handed currents implies RD  2:6 RD
and a possible large enhancement of B(B ! ) ranging from 30% up to 100% of the SM
prediction.
Most of the predictions for low-energy observables presented in this work dier with
respect to what is expected in other models proposed for a combined explanation of the B
anomalies. The corresponding measurements would therefore be of great value in shedding
light on the dynamics behind the anomalies, if unambiguously conrmed as due to physics
beyond the SM, and clarify their possible link to the origin of quark and lepton masses.
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A Structure of the SM Yukawa couplings in PS3
Within our model the complete set of Yukawa couplings, i.e. the couplings of the chiral
fermions to the scalar eld responsible for the breaking of the electroweak symmetry, is
generated only after the SM1+2  PS3 ! SM symmetry breaking. Below such scale,
adopting the SM notation, we dene the couplings as
L = qiL(Yd)ijdiR + qiL(Yu)ijuiR c + eiL(Ye)ijejR  + h:c: ; (A.1)
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where i; j = 1; 2; 3 and  is the eective SM Higgs eld (normalized such that hyi = v2=2,
with v = 246 GeV).
As discussed in section 2.2, we can decompose each Yukawa coupling as follows
Yf = y
f
3
 
fLRXLR 
f
L VL
fR V
|
R 1
!
; (A.2)
where VL and VR are unit vectors in the U(2)q+` and U(2)u+d+e space, and XLR is a
2  2 non-hermitian matrix satisfying Tr(XLRXyLR) = 1. Since non-vanishing fL, fLR,
fR, are induced by operators with d = 5, 6, 7, respectively, on general grounds we expect
jfRj  jfLRj  jfLj  1 .
Without loss of generality, we can work in the avor basis where
VL ! n^2 =
 
0
1
!
; (A.3)
i.e. in the basis where the left-handed second generation is dened by the orientation in
avor space of the link elds 
3 and 
1. This is what we conventionally dene as the
interaction basis for the left-handed doublets. We can use the freedom on the right-handed
sector to set XLR in the form U  diag (0; 1), where U is a unitary matrix. The null
eigenvalue of XLR, corresponding to the limit of massless rst generation, can be lifted
by introducing additional link elds, with subleading VEVs. The inclusion of such terms
eectively amount to change XLR into a Yukawa-dependent term f of the form
XLR ! U yf f ; f = diag
 
m1f
m2f
; 1
!
; (A.4)
where Uf is a (complex) unitary matrix. In the limit where the U(2)
5 breaking in the
right-handed sector is induced by a single eld (R in the minimal set-up), then d = 6
and d = 7 terms are aligned in the right-handed sector. This implies VR ! n^2 in the basis
dened by eq. (A.4).
In such basis, the quark Yukawa matrices assume the explicit form
Yu = yt
 
uLR U
y
u u 
u
L n^2
uR n^
|
2 1
!
; Yd = yb
 
dLR U
y
d d 
d
L n^2
dR n^
|
2 1
!
: (A.5)
Following the discussion of CP phases in ref. [9], without loss of generality we can set fLR
to be real (contrary to fL and 
f
R) and decompose the 2 2 matrix Uf as
Uf =
 
cf sf e
if
 sf e if cf
!
: (A.6)
In the following we assume that sf  1, as naturally implied by the absence of ne-tuning
in deriving the CKM matrix.
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In the phenomenological analysis we employ the down-type quark and the charged-
lepton mass-eigenstate basis for the SM fermions, where the SU(2)L structure of the left-
handed doublets is given by
qiL =
 
V ki uk
di
!
; `iL =
 
i
ei
!
; (A.7)
with Vki being the elements of CKM matrix. We move from the interaction basis to this
basis by performing the rotation
qLjint = Ld  qLjd basis ; `Ljint = Le  `Lje basis : (A.8)
More generally, we denote by Xa (with X = L;R and a = u; d; e) the unitary matrices that
bring the Yukawa couplings in diagonal form (starting from the interaction basis),
LyuYuRu = diag(yu; yc; yt) ; L
y
dYdRd = diag(yd; ys; yb) ; L
y
eYeRe = diag(ye; y; y ) ;
(A.9)
where the yi are real and positive and VCKM = L
y
uLd.
The Xa have non-trival avor-blind phases [det(Xa) = e
iXa ]. The electroweak symme-
try implies Ld = 
L
u , and three relative phases corresponding to unbroken global symme-
tries (hypercharge, lepton number, baryon number) are unobservable. Of the two remaining
phases one combination aects the relative phase between the leptoquark couplings q and
d, and is potentially observable. Following ref. [1], we x this phase by the condition
(q)33 =  (d)33 which allows us to maximize the contribution to RD. Having xed this
phase, in the following we set det(Xa) = 1.
Left-handed rotations in the quark sector. To a very good approximation, the left-
handed diagonalization matrices have the form
Lyd = R12(sd;d)R23(sb;b) ; Lyu = R12(su;u)R23(st;t) ; (A.10)
where
R12(sd;d) =
 
Ud 0
0 1
!
; R23(sb;b) =
0B@ 1 0 00 cb sb eib
0  sb e ib cb
1CA ; (A.11)
with sb=cb = jdLj and b = arg(dL), and similarly for the up sector. As we discuss next,
three out of the four real mixing parameters (sb; sd; st; su) appearing in these matrices can
be expressed in terms of CKM elements. Concerning the four phases (b; d; t; u), one
is unphysical and one can be expressed in terms of the CKM phase .
The CKM matrix is VCKM = L
y
uLd, implying
VCKM =
 
Uu 0
0 1
!
R23(s; )
 
U yd 0
0 1
!
(A.12)
where (s=c)ei = sb e
 ib   st e it . To match this structure with the standard CKM
parametrization, we rephase it by imposing real Vud, Vus, Vcb, Vtb, and Vcs (which is real
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at the level of approximation we are working, namely up to corrections of O(2) relative
to the leading term for each of CKM entry), obtaining
VCKM =
0B@ 1  2=2  su s e i  1  2=2 cu s
 sd s ei(+u d)  s cd 1
1CA ; (A.13)
where the phase  and the real and positive parameter , are dened by
 ei = su cd   cu sd e i(u d) : (A.14)
Hence it follows that the three mixing angles su, sd, and s can be determined completely
in terms of three independent CKM elements:
s = jst   sbei(t b)j = jVcbj ; su
cu
=
jVubj
jVcbj ;
sd
cd
=  jVtdjjVtsj : (A.15)
As far as the phases are concerned, we nd
 =  arg(Vub)   ; u   d = arg(Vtd) + arg(Vub)   =2 ; (A.16)
where the last relation follows, to a very good accuracy, from the numerical values of the
CKM inputs.
Flavor mixing in the left-handed sector is therefore controlled by the matrix Ld that
contains only three free parameters (the real mixing angle sb and the unconstrained phases
b and d):
Ld = R23( sb;b)R12( sd;d) =
0B@ cd  sd eid 0sd e id cd  sb eib
sd sb e
 i(d+b) sb cd e ib 1
1CA ; (A.17)
where sd is xed by eq. (A.15) and, consistently with the approximations so far performed,
we have set cb = 1.
Right-handed rotations in the quark sector. The structure of the right-handed
rotation matrices is simpler, being conned to the 2-3 sector in the limit where we neglect
tiny terms of O(m1f=m3f ; (fLR)2). We nd
Rd =
0B@ 1 0 00 1 dR + msmb sb eib
0  (dR)   msmb sb e ib 1
1CA 
0B@ 1 0 00 1 Rbs
0  (Rbs) 1
1CA ; (A.18)
Ru =
0B@ 1 0 00 1 uR + mcmt st eit
0  (uR)   mcmt st e it 1
1CA 
0B@ 1 0 00 1 Rtc
0  (Rtc) 1
1CA : (A.19)
Note that if we neglect the eect of d=7 eective operators (i.e. for u;dR ! 0), these matrices
do not contain additional free parameters (i.e. they are completely determined in terms of
angles and phases appearing already in the left-handed sector).
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Rotations in the lepton sector. Given the model-dependence on the neutrino mass
matrix, in the left-handed sector we cannot eliminate parameters in terms of known mixing
angles; moreover, the strong constraints on the ! e transitions imply that the 1-2 mixing
terms are very small. Proceeding as above, and neglecting higher-order terms in the 1-2
mixing, we thus decompose the left-handed rotation mixing matrix as
Le =
0B@ 1 se eie 0 se e ie 1 s ei
ses e
 i(e+ )  s e i 1
1CA : (A.20)
In the right-handed sector, proceeding in full analogy with the quark case we get
Re =
0B@ 1 0 00 1 eR   mm s ei
0  (eR) + mm s e i 1
1CA 
0B@ 1 0 00 1 R
0  (R) 1
1CA : (A.21)
B Generation of the U(2)5-breaking eective operators
An example of dynamical generation of the U(2)5-breaking eective operators appearing
in Ld=5
 and Ld=6
 , dened in eqs. (2.7) and (2.10), is obtained by introducing a pair of
vector-like fermions, iL=R  (4;2;1)3, i = 1; 2, coupled to the SM leptons and quarks via
 LM iLiR+1 `2L
12R+3 q iL
3iR+H 2LH1	3R+0H 2LHc1	3R+h:c: ; (B.1)
where 	3R denotes the complete right-handed multiplet charged under PS3. Assuming
the vector-like fermions to be heavy, we can integrate them out obtaining the following
tree-level expressions for the coecients of the Ld=5
 operators:
yq3
23
=
3H
M
;
y`3
23
=
1H
M
;
y0q3
23
=
3
0
H
M
;
y0`3
23
=
1
0
H
M
: (B.2)
Similarly, in the case of the Ld=6
 operators we get
U = cq`
!1!3
2223
=
13 !1!3
2M2
; ` = c``
!21
2223
=
j1j2 !21
2M2
; q = cqq
!23
2223
=
j3j2 !23
2M2
:
(B.3)
If the vector-like mass is of O(23), namely M = few  10 TeV, then the i should
assume O(1) values to recover numerically correct entries for the Yukawa couplings. In
this case the i turn out to be of O(10 3). Alternatively, lowering the vector-like mass
to M = O(1 TeV), which is still compatible with high-energy phenomenology,10 the i
turn out to be of O(10 1) and the i can rise up to O(10 2). We thus conclude that the
natural range for the parameters controlling the U(2)5 breaking of the TeV-scale vectors
is 10 3 < j`;q;U j < 10 2.
10As suggested in [22], this option has the advantage of increasing the width of the TeV-scale vectors,
hence alleviating the bounds from direct searches on these particles.
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[Q ] = (

R

R)(

R
R) [Qe] = (

R

R)(e

R
eR)
[Qu]ij = (

R

R)(u
i
R
ujR) [Qd]ij = (

R

R)(d
i
R
djR)
[Q`uq]ij = (`

L

R)(u
i
Rq
j
L) [Qeud]ij = (e

R

R)(u
i
Rd
j
R)
[Q` ] = (`

L`

L)(

R
R) [Qq ]ij = (q
i
Lq
j
L)(

R
R)
[Q ] = (
y i
 !
D )(

R
R)
Table 3. Dimension-six operators containing right-handed
neutrinos.
In the limit i ! 0, the inclusion of the vector-like fermions enlarges the avor sym-
metry of the model to U(2)5  U(2). The minimal breaking structure for the spurions
discussed in section 2.2 is achieved by choosing the coupling 3 to leave the subgroup
U(2)q+ unbroken.
11 This subgroup is however broken in other sectors, in particular by
the couplings of the vector-like fermions to the Higgs. As a result, the minimal breaking
structure receives subleading corrections when considering products of more spurions, see
sections 2.2.1 and 2.3 for a more detailed discussion.
C Wilson coecients of the SMEFT
In tables 4, 6 and 5 we provide the matching conditions of the Z 0, G0 and U to the SMEFT,
following the prescriptions described in section 3.1. We list the operators including right-
handed neutrinos in table 3, while for the other operators we use the same basis as in [33].
D Low energy observables and NP contributions
In this section we list all the low-energy observables considered in the phenomenological
analysis together with their theory expressions and experimental values. The expressions
for the low-energy observables are parametrised in terms of the WCs of the LEFT, for
which we use the operator basis introduced in ref. [37]. The matching conditions between
the SMEFT WCs and those of the LEFT can be found in appendix C of ref. [37].
D.1 LFV observables
The full list of experimental values for the LFV observables included in the t is provided
in table 7. In what follows we describe the corresponding theory expressions.
11While Xq` 6= 0 necessarily implies a breaking of U(2)5, more precisely a breaking of U(2)q U(2)`, this
is not the case for X`` and Xqq: the latter break U(2)
5 only if they are not proportional to the identity
matrix.
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X3 6 and 4D2  23
QG { Q { [Qe] {
Q eG { Q  = 4

g1
g4
4
[Qu]ij {
QW { QD D = 16

g1
g4
4
[Qd]ij {
QfW {
X22  2X  22D
QG { QeW {
h
Q
(1)
`
i



(1)
`


= 12

g1
g4
2
`
Q
 eG { QeB {
h
Q
(3)
`
i

{
QW { QuG { [Qe]

e


= 12

g1
g4
2
e
Q
fW { QuW {
h
Q
(1)
q
i
ij


(1)
q

ij
=  4

g1
g4
2
ijq
QB { QuB {
h
Q
(3)
q
i
ij
-
Q
 eB { QdG { [Qu]ij uij =  4g1g42 iju
QWB { QdW { [Qd]ij

d

ij
=  4

g1
g4
2
ijd
Q
fWB { QdB { [Qud]ij {
Table 4. Wilson coecients of operators other than four-fermion ones.
( RR)( RR) (LR)( RL) and (LR)(LR)
[Q ]




= 9  

 [Q`uq]ij [*]

B`uq

ij
=  2iu ( jq )
[Qe]

e


= 18  

e (LL)( RR)
[Qu]ij

Bu

ij
= iu (
j
u ) [Q` ]

`


= 18 ` 


u

ij
=  6  iju [Qq ]ij

q

ij
=  6 ijq 
[Qd]

d

ij
=  6  ijd 2 2
[Qeud]ij [*]

Beud

ij
= iu (
j
d )
 [Qq ]




= 12 (gY =g4)
2 
Table 5. Wilson coecients of four-fermion operators involving right-handed neutrinos. For the
operators denoted with a [*], the hermitian conjugate has to be considered as well.
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(LL)(LL) (LR)( RL) and (LR)(LR)
[Q``]

``


= 9 ` 

` [Q`edq]ij [*]

B`edq

ij
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i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i
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
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
ijkl
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q 
kj
q   16 ijq klq
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i
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e 

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
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
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Table 6. Wilson coecients of four-fermion operators. For the operators denoted with a [*], the
hermitian conjugate has to be considered as well.
` ! `` ` . LFV decays of the type ` ! `` ` are described in our model by the
eective Lagrangian
L(`! `` `) =  4GFp
2
CV;LLee (`L`L)(`L`L)+CV;RRee (`R`R)(`R`R)
+
CV;LRee (`R`R)(`L`L)+CV;LRee (`L`L)(`R`R) :
(D.1)
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Purely leptonic LFV transitions
Observable Experiment EFT
B( ! 3) 0(7)  10 9 [50] (D.2)
B(! 3e) 0(5)  10 13 [69] (D.2)
B( ! ) 0(3)  10 8 [50] (D.3)
B(! e) 0(6)  10 14 [70] (D.3)
Semileptonic LFV transitions
Observable Experiment EFT
B(B ! e) 0:0(1:7)  10 5 [81] (D.7)
B(B ! e) 0:0(1:5)  10 9 [82] (D.7)
B(KL ! e) 0:0(2:9)  10 12 [73] (D.7)
B(B+ ! K++ ) 0:0(1:7)  10 5 [66] (D.8)
Table 7. List of observables involving LFV transitions.
Using the expressions in [79, 80], we nd the following result for the branching ratio for
` ! `` ` :
B(` ! `` `)
B(` ! `)SM
=

2
CV;LLee 2 + 2 CV;RRee 2 + CV;LRee 2 + CV;LRee 2 : (D.2)
` ! `. In our model these processes receive the dominant contributions from one-
loop amplitudes mediated by the leptoquark and the b quark. In spite of the loop sup-
pression, the presence of both left- and right-handed leptoquark couplings gives rise to
contributions that are mb-enhanced. Considering only the enhanced contributions we nd
B( ! )  1
 

2564
m3 m
2
b
v4
C2U s
2
 ;
B(! e)  1
 

2564
m3m
2
b
v4
C2U s
2
 s
2
e jRj2 :
(D.3)
On the other hand, we have that B( ! e) is parametrically suppressed with respect to
B( ! ) and thus does not give any relevant constraint.
P ! ``0 and B ! K(). The leptoquark generally yields large contributions to
leptonic and semileptonic LFV meson decays. To describe these processes it is useful
to match the Wilson coecients of the LEFT into the commonly used weak eective
Hamiltonian
HWET   4GFp
2
e2
162
VtiV

tj
X
i
h
CiOi + h:c:
i
; (D.4)
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where the operators are dened as
Oij;9 =
 
djPL di

(e
e) ; Oij;90 =
 
djPR di

(e
e) ;
Oij;10 =
 
djPL di

(e
5e) ; Oij;100 =
 
djPR di

(e
5e) ;
Oij;S = ( djPR di)(ee) ; Oij;S0 = ( djPLdi)(ee) ;
Oij;P = ( djPR di)(e5e) ; Oij;P 0 = ( djPLdi)(e5e) ;
Oij; =
 
djPLdi

(
(1  5)) ; Oij;0 =
 
djPR di

(
(1  5)) ;
(D.5)
with PL;R = 1=2(1 5). We have
Cij;9 = 
2
VtiV tj
CV;LLed ji+CV;LRde ji+CSM9  ;
Cij;10 =
2
VtiV tj
CV;LLed ji CV;LRde ji+CSM10  ;
Cij;90 = 
2
VtiV tj
CV;LRed ji+CV;RRed ji Cij;100 = 2VtiV tj
CV;LRed ji CV;RRed ji ;
Cij;S = 
2
VtiV tj
CS;RLed ij ; Cij;S0 =  2VtiV tj CS;RLed ji ;
Cij;P =
2
VtiV tj
CS;RLed ij ; Cij;P 0 =  2VtiV tj CS;RLed ji ;
Cij; = 
2
VtiV tj
CV;LLd ji+CSM  ; Cij;0 =  2VtiV tj CV;LRd ji : (D.6)
with the SMEFT Wilson coecients evaluated at the low-energy scale. Throughout the
paper we will omit the quark indices whenever they refer to b ! s transitions, i.e. when
ij = bs. Using this eective Hamiltonian, we can write the branching fraction for the LFV
leptonic decay of a neutral pseudo-scalar meson with valence quarks i and j, Pij , as
B(Pij! `  `+ ) =
P
643
2G2F
m3P
f2P jVtiV tj j21=2(m2P ;m2` ;m2` )

(
[m2P (m` m` )2]
(m`+m` )(Cij;10  Cij;100 )+ m2Pmi+mj (Cij;P  Cij;P 0 )

2
+[m2P (m`+m` )2]
(m` m` )(Cij;9  Cij;90 )+ m2Pmi+mj (Cij;S  Cij;S0 )

2)
;
(D.7)
where the P decay constant is dened as h0j qi 5 qj jP (p)i = ip fP . For the branching
fraction of the LFV semileptonic decay B ! K() we have:
B(B!K()+ ) = 10 9

c9+
K()
C9 +C90 2+c10+K() C10 +C1002+c9 K() C9  C90 2
+c10 
K()
C10  C1002+cSK() CS +CS0 2+cPK() CP +CP 0 2
+ aS9
K() Re[(CS +CS0 )(C9  C90 )]+cP10K() Re[(CP +CP 0 )(C10  C100)]

:
(D.8)
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c9+
K() c
10+
K() c
9 
K() c
10 
K() c
S
K() c
P
K() c
S9
K() c
P10
K()
K 9:6 1:0 10:0 1:3 0 0 13:6 0:9 14:6 1:0 12:4 0:9 15:2 1:2
K 3:0 0:8 2:7 0:7 16:4 2:1 15:4 1:9 - - - -
Table 8. Hadronic coecients for the B ! K() decay.
The ai
K() coecients are given table 8. They have been computed using the lattice inputs
in [83], and have been cross checked against [84] for those involving the C9(10) operators
only. Note that for the K channel the scalar contributions are expected to be negligible
and hence we do not provide them.
D.2 LFU tests in charged lepton decays and at LEP
Strong tests of LFU can be derived from the precise measurements of purely leptonic and
semi-hadronic  decays. Here we use the results from the HFLAV [50]
Leptonic decays. Stringent tests of LFU can be obtained from ratios of leptonic lepton
decays such as 
g
g

`
=
B( ! e )exp=B( ! e )SM
B(! e )exp=B(! e )SM
 1
2
; (D.9)
and analogously for the other leptons. These ratios can be written in terms of the eective
Lagrangian:
L(`! `0) =  4GFp
2
CV;LLe (LL)(`L`L)+CV;LRe (LL)(`R`R) ;
(D.10)
yielding the following expressions:

g
g

`
=
24P

j31 +
CV;LLe 13j2 + jCV;LRe 13j2P


j21 +
CV;LLe 12j2 + jCV;LRe 12j2
35
1
2
;

g
ge

`
=
24P

j32 +
CV;LLe 23j2 + jCV;LRe 23j2P


j21 +
CV;LLe 12j2 + jCV;LRe 12j2
35
1
2
;

g
ge

`
=
24P

j32 +
CV;LLe 23j2 + jCV;LRe 23j2P


j31 +
CV;LLe 13j2 + jCV;LRe 13j2
35
1
2
:
(D.11)
Hadronic decays. LFU violation in hadronic  decays can be tested by ratios such as

g
g

h
=
24B( ! h)
B(h! )
2mhm
2
h
(1 + R=h)m3
 
1 m2=m2h
1 m2h=m2
!235 12 : (D.12)
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The decay   ! h , with h  = diuj , is described by the Lagrangian
L( ! h) (D.13)
=  4GFp
2
X


3V

ji +
CV;LLedu 3ij ( LL)(d iLujL) + CS;RLedu 3ij( LR)(d iRujL) ;
where we included also the SM contribution. The branching ratio for the process reads
B( ! h) (D.14)
=
1
162
G2F hf
2
hm
3


1  m
2
h
m2
2 3V ji + CV;LLedu 3ij + m2hm (mdi +muj )CS;RLedu 3ij
2 ;
and analogously for B(h ! ). Thus we nd the following theoretical predictions for
(g=g) and (g=g)K

g
g


=
0B@
P

3V ud + CV;LLedu 311 + m2m (md+mu)CS;RLedu 3112P

2Vud + CV;LLedu 211 + m2m(md+mu)CS;RLedu 2112
1CA
1
2
;

g
g

K
=
0B@
P

3V us + CV;LLedu 321 + m2Km (ms+mu)CS;RLedu 3212P

2Vus + CV;LLedu 221 + m2Km(ms+mu)CS;RLedu 2212
1CA
1
2
:
(D.15)
Due to the avor structure of the model, tree-level leptoquark contributions in the hadronic
 vs  ratios are found to be much smaller than those induced by the mt-enhanced lepto-
quark loop. As a consequence, we nd (g=g)`  (g=g)  (g=g)K to a good extent.
Similar tests with hadronic  vs e ratios can also we performed. These are less precise and
do not yield relevant constraints.
We also use the results of the t in [85] to account for the bounds on precision Z- and
W -pole measurements at LEP. The experimental measurements we use in the t for the
LFU tests described in this section are summarized in table 9.
D.3 F = 1 semi-leptonic processes
b! s transitions. We describe the NP contributions to b! s``and b! s transitions
in terms of the eective operators in (D.5). The model predicts Re (C9 )   Re (C10 ) to
a very good approximation so we use t results in [57] (see also [58{63]) for this NP
hypothesis. In order to analyse possible departures given by the scalar operators we also
consider the Bq ! `` (q = s; d) channels separately. We have
B(Bq ! ` `+) = B(Bq ! ` `+)

SM
( Cbq;``10   Cbq;``100CSM10 +
m2Bq
2m`(mb +mq)
Cbq;``P   Cbq;``P 0
CSM10

2
+
m2Bq   4m2`
m2Bq
 m
2
Bq
2m`(mb +mq)
Cbq;``S   Cbq;``S0
CSM10

2)
: (D.16)
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LFU tests in lepton decays
Observable Experiment [50] Correlation SM EFT
g
g

`
1:0010(15)
266666666666664
    
0:53    
 0:49 0:48   
0:24 0:26 0:02  
0:11 0:10  0:01 0:06 
377777777777775
1.
g
ge

`
1:0029(15) 1. (D.11)
g
ge

`
1:0019(14) 1.
g
g


0:9961(27) 1.
(D.15)
g
g

K
0:9860(70) 1.
Z/W coupling modications
We use the results of the t in [85]
Table 9. List of observables involving LFV transitions and LFU tests.
with the experimental and SM values listed in table 10. The branching fraction of the
B ! K() decays are given by
B(B ! K())

exp
SM
=
P

C + C0 2
3 jCSM j2
; (D.17)
with the SM Wilson coecient CSM   6:35 [86, 87].
s! d transitions. Here we focus only in s! d decays. Since right-handed rotations
involving the light families are negligible, the NP Lagrangian relevant for the s ! d
transition reads
L(s! d) =  4GFp
2
CV;LLd 21( LL)(sLdL) : (D.18)
Constraints on the Wilson coecients above can be obtained from the measurements of
B(K+ ! +) and B(KL ! 0), whose experimental values (with symmetrized errors)
and SM predictions are collected in table 10. The NP predictions in terms of the EFT
(assuming NP only in  ) can be extracted from [88] and read
B(K+ ! +) = B(K+ ! +)
SM
0@2
3
+
1
3
1  2
CV;LLd 3321
(=)V tsVtdC
SM;e
sd;

2
1A ;
B(KL ! 0) = B(KL ! 0)

SM
0@2
3
+
1
3
1 + 2
CV;LLd 3321
(=)V tsVtd (Xt=s2W )

2
1A ;
(D.19)
where CSM;esd;   8:5 e0:11i (including the long-distance contributions), and Xt=s2W  6:4.
Given that the bounds from KL decays are way less stringent than those from the K
+, we
implement only the latter in the t.
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b ! c (u) transitions. In our setup, these transitions are described by the following
eective operators:
L(b! ui`) =  4GFp
2
CV;LLedu 3i(`LL)(u iLbL) + CS;RLedu 3i(`R L)(u iLbR) ;
(D.20)
where i = 1; 2 for a u or a c quark respectively. We dene the LFU ratios R``
0
D() as
R``
0
D() =
B(B ! D()`)
B(B ! D()`0) ; (D.21)
for which we nd the following expression in terms of the EFT Wilson coecients
R
``
D = R
``
D

SM
"
1 + 2 Re
(CV;LLedu 32
Vcb
)
+ fSD(`) Re
(CS;RLedu 32
Vcb
)
  (! )
#
;
R
``
D = R
``
D

SM
"
1 + 2 Re
(CV;LLedu 32
Vcb
)
+ fSD(`) Re
(CS;RLedu 32
Vcb
)
  (! )
#
:
(D.22)
The hadronic information on the scalar contributions is encoded in fD
()
S (`). In our model,
scalar contributions with taus are sizeable while those involving light leptons are negligible.
For the tau channel we have [53]
fSD() = 0:12 ; f
S
D() = 1:5 : (D.23)
In order to constrain e    universality in B ! D` and B ! D` we use the Vcb
determinations in [95] instead of Re
D() . The former also include the information on the
dierential distributions and therefore lead to stronger constraints than the ones on the
branching ratios alone. We construct the following universality ratios, analogous to Re
D() ,
V e
D() =
V B!D
()
cb
V B!D()ecb
: (D.24)
Since we expect scalar contributions involving light leptons to be suppressed, we nd
V eD = V
e
D  1 + 2 Re
(CV;LLedu 2232
Vcb
)
  2 Re
(CV;LLedu 1132
Vcb
)
: (D.25)
Finally, dening the ratio of inclusive B decays into charm states as
R`Xc =
B(B ! Xc)
B(B ! Xc`) ; (D.26)
and neglecting the light-lepton scalar contribution, we have
R`Xc = R
`
Xc

SM
"
1+2Re
(CV;LLedu 3332
Vcb
)
+0:427 Re
(CS;RLedu 3332
Vcb
)
 2Re
(CV;LLedu ``32
Vcb
)#
;
(D.27)
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b! s transitions
C9 =  C10  0:62(13) [57] (D.6)
Observable Experiment SM EFT
B(Bs !  +) 3:02(65) 10 9 [64] 3:65(23) 10 9 [65]
(D.16)
B(B !  +) 1:6(1:1) 10 10 [64] 1:06(9) 10 10 [65]
B(Bs !  +) 0:0(3:4) 10 3 [90] 7:73(49) 10 7 [65]
(D.16)
B(B !  +) 0:0(1:1) 10 3 [90] 2:22(19) 10 8 [65]
B(B ! K()) exp
SM
0:0(2:2) [87, 91] 1: (D.17)
Coecient Fit SM EFT
s! d transitions
Observable Experiment SM EFT
B(K+ ! +) 1011 17:8(11:0) [92] 8:4(1:0) [94] (D.19)
B(KL ! 0) 1011 < 2:6 103 (90% CL) [93] 3:4(0:6) [94] (D.19)
b! c transitions
Observable Experiment Correlation SM EFT
V ecb

D
1:004(42) [95] 1:
(D.25)
V ecb

D 0:97(4) [95] 1:
R`D 0:407(46) [50]  0:20 0:299(3) [96] (D.22)
R`D 0:304(15) [50] 0:260(8) [97]
R`Xc 0:228(30) [98, 99] 0:212(3) [100] (D.27)
b! u transitions
Observable Experiment SM EFT
B(B !  ) 1:09(24) 10 4 [55] 0:807(61) 10 4 [48] (D.28)
Table 10. List of observables involving semileptonic transitions.
with R`Xc

SM
= 0:212  0:003 and where we used the results in [89] for the scalar
contributions.
The only important constraint in b! u` transitions is given by the B !   branch-
ing fraction. For Bq !   (q = u; c), we have
B(Bq !  ) = B(Bq !   )jSM
X

3 +
CV;LLedu 33q
Vqb
+
m2Bq
(mb +mq)m
CS;RLedu 33q
Vqb

2
:
(D.28)
In the t we use B(B !   )jSM = 0:807(61) [48] for the SM value.
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D.4 F = 1 non-leptonic processes
A relevant constraint is obtained by time-dependent CP-violating asymmetries probing the
weak phases of non-leptonic b! s amplitudes. The relevant eective Lagrangian reads
L(bL!sL)F=2 =  
4GFp
2
X
a
CaOa =  4GFp
2
CV;LLdd bsii(bLsL)(d iLdiL)
+
CV1;LLdu bsii(bLsL)(u iLuiL) + CV8;LLdu bsii(bL T a sL)(u iLT a uiL)
+
CV1;LRdd bsii(bLsL)(d iRdiR) + CV8;LRdd bsii(bL T a sL)(d iRT a diR)
+
CV1;LRdu bsii(bLsL)(u iRuiR) + CV8;LRdu bsii(bL T a sL)(u iRT a uiR)  :
(D.29)
For a given exclusive transition of the type Bs;d ! F we can write
A(Bq ! F )  A(Bq ! F )SMei
[F ]
q ; [F ]q =
X
a
(b[F ]q )Ca  Im
 Ca
VtsVtb

; (D.30)
where the (b
[F ]
q )Ca are real parameters encoding the RG evolution from the weak scale down
to mb and the hadronix matrix elements of various four-quark operators.
The phase shift 
[F ]
q is directly constrained by the CP-violating asymmetries. In
particular, in the clean case of Bd !  K one nds[K]d 
exp
=
sin(2)K   sin(2) Ksin(2) K
 = 0:07 0:15 : (D.31)
Following the analysis of ref. [101], in this case the dominant non-vanishing coecients are
b[K]q

CV;LLdd

bsss


b[K]q

CV1;LRdd

bsss
  45 ;

b[K]q

CV8;LLdd

bsss
  4 : (D.32)
D.5 F = 2 transitions
The Lagrangian that contributes to F = 2 in the down sector is given by
LF=2 =  4GFp
2
CV;LLdd ijij(d iLdjL)(d iLdjL) + CV;RRdd ijij(d iRdjR)(d iRdjR)
+
CV1;LRdd ijij(d iLdjL)(d iRdjR) + CV8;LRdd ijij(d iL T a djL)(d iRT a djR) ;
(D.33)
where T a are the generators of SU(3)c. In order to study neutral meson mixing it is
convenient to reexpress this operators in terms of the basis used in [102]. After erzing the
operator OV 8;LRdd we nd
LF=2 =  4GFp
2
CV;LLdd ijij QVLL1 ijij + CV;RRdd ijij QVRR1 ijij
+
CV1;LRdd ijij   16CV8;LRdd ijij QLR1 ijij   CV8;LRdd ijij QLR2 ijij

:
(D.34)
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(MS{BMU, mb)
BLR1d =B
VLL
d B
LR2
d =B
VLL
d
1:06(11) 1:14(10)
BLR1s =B
VLL
s B
LR2
s =B
VLL
s
0:990(75) 1:073(68)
Table 11. Bag parameters taken from [42] [Fermilab/MILC Collaboration, 2016] and adjusted to
Buras et al. operator basis.
Bs;d- Bs;d mixing. The hadronic matrix elements for the operators relevant to Bq- Bq
mixing (q = d; s) are conventionally decomposed as follows
h B0q jQVLL1 ()jB0q i =
1
3
mBqf
2
Bq B
VLL
q () ;
h B0q jQLR1 ()jB0q i = 
1
6
R1q()mBqf
2
Bq B
LR1
q () ;
h B0q jQLR2 ()jB0q i =
1
4
R2q()mBqf
2
Bq B
LR2
q () :
(D.35)
Here the so-called bag parameters Bai (), which are expected to be one in the vacuum sat-
uration approximation, can be calculated in lattice QCD. The latest lattice determinations
can be found in [42] and are shown in table 11.12 The chirality factors Ri() are dened
as [103]
R1q() =

mBq
mb() +mq()
2
+
3
2
; R2q() =

mBq
mb() +mq()
2
+
1
6
; (D.36)
with  denoting the low-energy scale.
In the SM only the operator QVLL1 () contributes to the M(Bq ! Bq)  M12(Bq)
amplitude. We normalize it such that the meson-antimeson mass splitting and the CP-
violating phase of mixing amplitude are dened by
Mq = 2jM12(Bq)j ; Bq = arg [M12(Bq)] : (D.37)
The explicit expression in the SM reads
M12(Bq)SM =
G2FM
2
WMBq
122
S0(xt)(VtbV

tq)
2f2Bq ^B B
VLL
q ; (D.38)
with S0(xt)  2:36853 being the Inami-Lim function [104], and ^B  0:842 [102] accounting
for the QCD running of the eective operator from the mt to the mb scale. In the presence
12We stress that even though [42] and [102] adopt dierent conventions for the denition of the hadronic
matrix elements, the matching between the dierent denitions of bag factors is consistent and unambiguous.
In particular, the bag factors in table 11 have a one to one matching with the ones used in eqs. (7.28){(7.30)
of [102].
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of NP, the expression of M12(Bq) is modied; factorizing the SM contribution, we can
generally decompose it as
M12(Bq) =M12(Bq)SM

1 +
M12(Bq)NP
M12(Bq)SM

: (D.39)
The NP modications can be written in terms of the Wilson coecients in (D.33) as follows
M12(Bq)NP
M12(Bq)SM =
1
(V tbVtq)2R
loop
SM
CV;LLdd (t)3q3q+CV;RRdd (t)3q3q
+
PLR1q (b)
PVLLq (b)
CV1;LRdd (t)3q3q  16CV8;LRdd (t)3q3q

  P
LR2
q (b)
PVLLq (b)
CV8;LRdd (t)3q3q ;
(D.40)
where the SM factor reads
RloopSM =
p
2GFM
2
W S0(xt)
162
= 1:5987 10 3 ; (D.41)
and where the P ai coecients contain the NNLO QCD corrections, computed in [102], and
the bag factors. These are given by13
PVLLq (b) = 0:842B
VLL
q (b) ;
PLR1q (b) =  0:663BLR1q (b)  0:956BLR2q (b) ;
PLR2q (b) = 0:030B
LR1
q (b) + 2:434B
LR2
q (b) ;
(D.42)
Using the results in table 11 for the bag factors we nd
PLR1d (b)
PVLLq (b)
=  2:13(14) ; P
LR2
d (b)
PVLLq (b)
= 3:33(29) ;
PLR1s (b)
PVLLq (b)
=  2:00(10) ; P
LR2
s (b)
PVLLq (b)
= 3:14(20) :
(D.43)
In table 12 we provide the latest SM determinations and experimental values for mass
dierences and CP violating phases.
CP violation in K   K and D   D mixing. The formalism for K   K mixing is
identical to that for Bq- Bq mixing but for trivial modcations. The key dierence is that
in this case the magnitude of the amplitude is dominated by long-distance contributions.
Concerning the clean CP-violating observable K , we can write
Re(K) =
1
2M expK
Im [M12(K)] = Re(K)SM + 1
2M expK
Im
M12(K)NP : (D.44)
Since right-handed rotations involving the rst family are negligible, the NP correction
assume the simple form
jK jexp = jK jSM + 2
3
CKP
VLL
1 (K) Im
CV;LLdd 2121(t) ; (D.45)
13Here we use the results from [102]. In particular, tables 1 and 2 [with 
(5)
s (MZ) = 0:118], eqs. (7.28){
(7.30) and eq. (7.34) [with mb(b) +md(b) = b = 4:4 GeV and mB = 5:28 GeV].
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F = 2 transitions
Observable Experiment SM LEFT
Md 0:5065(19) ps
 1 [50] 0:630(69) ps 1 [42] (D.39){(D.43)
Ms 17:757(21) ps
 1 [50] 19:6(1:6) ps 1 [42] (D.39){(D.43)
sin(Bs)  0:021 0:031 [50]  0:036 0:001 [48] (D.39){(D.43)
sin(Bd)  0:680 0:023 [50]  0:724 0:028 [48] (D.39){(D.43)
103  jK j 2:228 0:011 [50] 2:03 0:18 [48] (D.45)
1014  Im(CD1 )  0:03(46) GeV 2 [46, 47] 0: (D.48)
Table 12. List of observables involving hadronic transitions.
where we have used Re(K) = jK j=
p
2, we have dened
CK =
GFMKf
2
K
M expK
= 4:23 107 ; (D.46)
and we have introduced the factor PVLL1 (K) = 0:48 [102] that encodes QCD corrections
and the bag parameter. As far as the magnitude of the amplitude is concerned, we can
limit ourselves to impose the weaker constraintMNPKM expK
 = 83p2CKPVLL1 (K)
CV;LLdd 2121(t) < 1 : (D.47)
In the case of D   D mixing we can also neglect right-handed rotations and corre-
sponding right-handed operators. Following the analysis of refs. [46, 47], the constraint
following from the non-observation of CP-violation in this system can be expressed as
Im(CD1 ) =
4GFp
2
Im
 CV;LLuu 2121(t) = ( 0:03 0:46) 10 14 GeV 2 : (D.48)
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